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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: After high-intensity exercises, the body’s core temperature increases, affecting the body’s metabolism,
increasing thermal stress and muscle fatigue. The most popular technique to maximize post-workout recovery is cryotherapy.
However, the cooling effect may vary depending on the body part being cooled since body tissues do not process the same
perfusion.
OBJECTIVE: This study investigates the effects of hand cooling on human body functional recovery and exercise ability
improvement by comparing normal rest and rest with hand cooling gloves after high-intensity exercise.
METHODS: Thirty healthy subjects participated in this study wherein they exercised and used normal rest for one session and
hand cooling rest for the next. Blood lactate concentration, heart rate recovery rate, VO2 max measurement, and the degree of
recovery of muscle strength, muscular endurance, and muscle fatigue were investigated in both groups to determine the efficacy
of hand cooling gloves for postexercise recovery.
RESULTS: When hands were cooled after exercise, blood lactate concentration and body temperature significantly decreased,
and cardiopulmonary function, muscle strength, and muscular endurance significantly recovered.
CONCLUSION: Using hand cooling gloves after exercise could attenuate core temperature elevation and improve postexercise
recovery. It could also effectively improve athletic performance without using large-scale facilities.
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1. Introduction

High-intensity exercise raises core body temperature, resulting in changes in the body’s metabolism
and increased thermal stress and muscle fatigue [1,2]. Elevated core body temperature causes fatigue
because of increased blood flow, blood lactate concentration, and oxygen intake. Among numerous
postworkout recovery approaches, cryotherapy has become widespread [3]. Cryotherapy is a method
applied in sporting events to improve recovery from strenuous exercise by cooling part or all of the
body, preventing high fever caused by exercise. Cryotherapy is being studied under various conditions
(environment, temperature, exercise intensity) and methods (full-body immersion, half-body immersion,
partial immersion). In the related study, the five cooling techniques, including using an air-cooled garment,
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a liquid-cooled garment, a phase change garment or clothing, hand immersion, and whole-body cooling
were compared. Among these, it was found that whole-body cooling was the most effective treatment [4].
Similarly, other studies found that wind cooling was more effective than using ice packs [5], and reported
that the core temperature could be reduced through the intake of 12◦C to the chest area [6]. In addition,
there was a study that reported the blood lactate concentration decreased after applying thigh cooling
from 0◦C to 10◦C for 20 minutes [7]. However, these cooling techniques are inconvenient because they
require expensive equipment or large spaces to perform, making them impractical in many cases.

The cooling effect may vary as different body tissues do not process the same perfusion [8], such as in
the arteriovenous anastomosis site, where there is a large area for blood flow. A larger blood flow area
enables rapid blood circulation, while the connected reticular veins existing in the dermis layer rapidly
transfer core body temperature into the skin [9,10]. In peripheral areas such as the extremities and ears,
there is an arteriovenous anastomosis site where small arteries and veins are directly connected. The hand
region with arteriovenous anastomosis is able to satisfy the ease of use and effectiveness of reducing the
temperature of the body.

Research has focused on cooling the hand while considering convenience during exercise or rest. The
effects of hand cooling and hydration on lowering body temperature after exercise were investigated by
comparing the following physiological states: hydrated with passive rest, hydrated with hand cooling
on both hands, dehydrated with passive rest, and dehydrated with hand cooling on both hands. Their
study showed that body temperature decreased more when both hands were cooled than in passive rest,
regardless of hydration [11]. Another study reported that applying local subatmospheric pressure to the
entire hand and attaching a heat sink to the palm extracted heat from the circulating blood resulted in
exercise endurance [12]. Unfortunately, existing studies are still inconclusive on the effect of hand cooling
alone. Thus, further investigation into the efficacy of hand cooling is needed to understand its potential
for enhancing postexercise recovery fully.

This study investigates the effects of hand cooling on human body functional recovery and exercise
ability improvement by comparing normal rest against rest with hand cooling gloves after high-intensity
exercise. Blood lactate concentration with body heat was investigated to determine the efficacy of hand
cooling gloves for postexercise recovery after exercise. The heart rate recovery was investigated to check
the degree of recovery to resting heart rate related to exercise ability. The VO2 max was measured to
confirm cardiopulmonary function indicating the ability to sustain long-term exercise. Likewise, indicating
the ability to exercise, the degrees of recovery of muscle strength, muscular endurance, and muscle fatigue
caused by exercise were investigated [12–17].

2. Method

2.1. Study design and participants

Thirty healthy individuals without any disease, 18 males and 12 females, participated in this study
(Table 1). Those taking drugs, whether as medication, recreation, or otherwise, and the patients with
underlying heart and respiratory diseases were excluded. The purpose and contents of this study were
thoroughly explained to the participants, and written consent was obtained before the experiment pro-
ceeded.

Forty-eight hours before the experiment, the participants were prohibited from vigorous exercise,
alcohol intake, and caffeine intake. The whole experiment was done in two sessions, one where the
participants underwent normal rest (NR) and another where they had cooling rest (CR), which was
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Table 1
Participants’ physical characteristics

Sex Age (years) Height (cm) Weight (kg) BMI (kh/m2)
Male 31.94 ± 3.33 179.50 ± 4.33 78.94 ± 3.13 24.55 ± 1.64
Female 33.08 ± 3.63 162.75 ± 2.42 52.67 ± 4.46 19.88 ± 1.53

BMI = body mass index.

Fig. 1. The customized cooling gloves consisted of a fingerless glove, a heat conduction pouch, a controller and battery pack, a
Peltier module with a fan and heat sink, and a wrist pouch.

conducted a week later. For the purpose of this paper, these two sessions are described as the “NR group”
and “CR group.” This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the Kyungpook National University Institutional Review Board (2017-0086).

2.2. Facilities and monitoring equipment

The experimental environment was maintained at a temperature of 20◦C and 50% humidity to minimize
factors affecting the participants’ physiological changes. The temperature of the cooling glove for hand
cooling was set to 20◦C [12]. The experiment was stopped when vomiting, headache, or muscle pain
caused by vibration occurred. No participants dropped out during the experiment.

Body heat was measured using an infrared body thermal camera (T-1000 SMART, MESH, South
Korea), while blood lactate concentration was measured using a portable lactate analyzer (Accutrend
plus, Cobas, Ltd., USA). For analyzing and evaluating the reduction rate of muscle fatigue, the degree
of muscle fatigue was determined using the median frequency analysis of an electromyogram (Delsys
Bagnoli-8 EMG System, Delsys Inc., USA) measured around the tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius [18].
The median frequency was defined as the spectral edge frequency of 50% (SEF 50) in the power spectrum
space. Heart rate was measured using a wireless heart rate measurement system (Polar RS400, Polar,
Finland), and the respiration rate was measured using a gas analyzer (Quark CPET, COSMED, Italy).
For muscle strength measurement, the torque generated during extension and flexion of the knee joint
was measured using isokinetic muscle function evaluation equipment (Biodex System 3, Biodex Medical
Systems, Inc., New York, USA).

2.3. Cooling gloves

Customized cooling gloves (Fig. 1) were made and used for the experiment. It consisted of three main
components: a glove, a Peltier module, and a controller and battery pack. A fingerless glove’s palm was
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lined with a heat conduction pouch maintained at 20◦C and contained 30 mL of a 30:70 v/v solution of
water and ethylene glycol. A copper plate connected the heat conduction pouch to a Peltier module, and a
fan and a heat sink were attached to the module to ensure its efficiency. The Peltier was operated using
the controller and powered by a 12 V battery.

2.4. Experiment protocol

2.4.1. Evaluation of recovery for human body function
The participants performed a high-intensity walking exercise during both sessions at a 15% incline

and a speed of 4 km/h on a treadmill for 30 minutes to induce muscle fatigue. The NR group rested
without any form of cooling under the same environmental conditions. In contrast, the CR group rested
for 20 minutes while wearing cooling gloves immediately after the exercise.

Body heat, changes in blood lactate concentration, reduction in muscle fatigue, and heart rate recovery
(HRR) were evaluated to evaluate changes in muscle fatigue and physiological function stabilization
with or without cooling. Measurements were performed thrice: before walking, immediately after, and
after 20 minutes of rest. The heart rate was measured five times: before the experiment, 15 minutes after
walking, 30 minutes after walking, 10 minutes rest, and 20 minutes rest. The maximum oxygen intake
before and after the exercise with and without cooling was measured to analyze the respiration rate.
Moreover, isokinetic exercise load evaluation was performed to evaluate the effect on muscle strength
and muscular endurance.

2.4.2. Evaluation of exercise performance and improvement
The participants exercised to exhaustion using the Bruce protocol to evaluate the improvement in

cardiorespiratory performance with and without cooling. An initial exercise load was used at 10%
inclination, 1.7 mph, for 3 minutes. It was then increased to about 2 to 3 estimated metabolic equivalents
(METs) through steadily increasing the incline by 2% and the velocity by 0.8–0.9 mph every 3 minutes
until the participant was exhausted [19].

In determining muscle strength, the torque generated during extension and flexion of the knee joint was
measured. The measured joint angular velocities were 60◦/s and 180◦/s, respectively. The range of motion
was set at 60◦ to measure the maximum force of extension and flexor muscles (N/m) [20]. Measurements
were performed thrice: before walking, immediately after walking, and after a 20-minute rest.

2.4.3. Statistical analysis
The mean and standard deviation were calculated before and immediately after the walking exercise,

then after resting using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v.13.0 (IBM, New York,
USA) to verify the significance of the measured data. In addition, to verify the significance of fatigue
relief and physiological function recovery effect according to the presence or absence of cooling, a t-test
was conducted for each item, and statistical significance was verified between groups by setting the
significance level at P < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Lactate concentration

Figure 2a shows the difference in lactate concentration of the male participants when CR and NR were
used. Before the exercise, lactate concentration was 0.16 ± 0.03 mmol/L. Immediately after exercise on
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Fig. 2. Lactate concentration (mean ± SD) of (a) males and (b) females with normal rest and cooling rest. Asterisk denotes
significant differences with the control group at P < 0.05.

the inclined treadmill, the lactate concentration of both groups significantly increased. The difference
in lactate concentration between them was 0.19 ± 0.05 mmol/L, showing a slight difference. However,
20 minutes after the exercise, a significant difference in the change of lactate concentration was observed.
With CR, the participants showed a significant decrease in lactate concentration from 6.83 ± 0.19 mmol/L
(after exercise) to 2.99 ± 0.37 mmol/L, which decreased about 56.14%. In contrast, with NR, they showed
a slight decrease from 6.64 ± 0.41 mmol/L (after exercise) to 3.99 ± 0.25 mmol/L, a decrease of about
39.94% (P < 0.05). Furthermore, the male participants showed a recovery rate of 70.85% when they
underwent CR, while they showed a recovery rate of 49.26% (P < 0.05) with NR. In the case of female
participants, a decreased rate of lactate concentration of 57.24% in CR and 38.78% in NR, respectively
(P < 0.05). In comparison, the recovery rate was 71.68% and 48.46%, respectively (P < 0.05), similar
to those of male participants.

3.2. Body temperature

In Fig. 3, a slight difference in body temperature between the CR and NR groups before exercise was
observed, and then the body temperature of both groups increased after exercise 20 minutes after the
end of the exercise, a significant difference in body temperature recovery rate between the CR and NR
groups was observed. With CR, the recovery rate of body temperature for the left arm, right arm, left
leg, right leg, and neck was 99.6%, 99%, 98.8%, 99.3%, and 97.2%, respectively. In comparison, with
NR, the recovery rate of body temperature for each part was 55.6%, 47.3%, 47.9%, 50.2%, and 51.7%,
respectively (P < 0.05).

3.3. Heart rate recovery (HRR)

In Fig. 4, the minimal difference in heart rate between the CR and NR groups before the exercise was
2.25 ± 0.75 bp/min, a 2.63% difference. During the exercise (15–30 minutes), the difference in heart
rate between the groups was 3.5–5.75 bp/min, resulting in a 2.73%–3.77% difference. After 10 minutes
of rest postexercise, the participants’ average heart rate with CR decreased to 100.5 ± 3.35 bp/min,
showing a 49.75% decrease from the heart rate immediately after exercise. Their average heart rate with
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Fig. 3. Body temperatures (mean ± SD) in (a) the left arm, (b) right arm, (c) left leg, (d) right leg, and (e) neck of the normal and
cooling rest groups.

NR decreased to 122.5 ± 5.1 bp/min, showing a 35.33% decrease. Overall, after 10 minutes of rest, the
heart rate showed a difference of 14.4% between the two groups (P < 0.05).

After 20 minutes of rest, the participants’ average heart rate decreased to 87.5 ± 2.5 bp/min with CR,
about a 72.01% decrease from heart rate immediately after the exercise. Comparatively, it decreased to
93.5 ± 3.92 bp/min with NR, showing a 62.83% decrease from heart rate immediately after the exercise.
Thus, there was a 19.3% difference (P < 0.05). The resting heart rate recovery (HRR) were 93.7% with
CR and 88.05% with NR, showing a 5.65% difference (P < 0.05). The resting HRR rate of the female
participants 96.38% with CR and 92.45% with NR (P < 0.05), similar to those of the male participants.
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Fig. 4. Heart rate recovery (mean ± SD) of (a) males and (b) females with normal rest and cooling rest. Asterisk denotes
significant differences with the control group at P < 0.05.

Fig. 5. A comparison of muscle fatigue (mean ± SD) between normal and cooling rests.

3.4. Muscle fatigue

For muscle fatigue analysis, the change in the medium-frequency was observed by power spectrum
analysis. The lower the medium-frequency value, the higher the fatigue state. For example, in Fig. 5, the
tibialis anterior muscle fatigue test showed that 20 minutes after the exercise, the CR group’s medium-
frequency increased from 82.6 ± 3.21 Hz (frequency immediately after exercise) to 90.9 ± 2.54 Hz,
showing a recovery rate of 94.58%. Comparatively, the NR group showed an increase from 83.15 ±
4.54 Hz to 87.5 ± 3.56 Hz, showing a recovery rate of 89.6% (P < 0.05). Furthermore, for gastrocnemius
muscle fatigue in the lower extremities, the CR group showed a medium-frequency increase from 72.04
± 2.27 Hz (immediately after exercise) to 84.99 ± 3.24 Hz, showing a recovery rate of 92%. The NR
group showed an increase from 75.01 ± 6.21 Hz (immediately after exercise) to 80.9 ± 2.21 Hz, showing
a recovery rate of 89.73% (P < 0.05).
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Fig. 6. Maximal oxygen (VO2 max) uptake (mean ± SD) of the normal rest and cooling rest groups.

Fig. 7. Muscle strength (mean ± SD) for (a) knee extension and (b) knee flexion with normal rest and cooling rest.

3.5. Maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max)

Figure 6 shows that 20 minutes after the exercise, the participants showed a VO2 max of 32.55 ±
2.75 ml/kg/min with CR, which is equivalent to a recovery rate of 84.63%. In comparison, they showed a
VO2 max of 30.74 ± 3.12 ml/kg/min with NR, equivalent to a 75.61% recovery rate (P < 0.05).

3.6. Muscle strength

In Fig. 7, with CR, the participants showed increased muscle strength for knee extension, from 79.6
± 13.87 Nm (muscle strength immediately after exercise) to 97.62 ± 15.93 Nm 20 minutes after the
exercise, a recovery rate of 95.5%. With NR, they showed an increase from 86.12 ± 12.22 Nm (muscle
strength immediately after exercise) to 92.7 ± 10.65 Nm, a recovery rate of 91.35% (P < 0.05). Twenty
minutes after the exercise, the participants who underwent CR showed increased muscle strength for
knee flexion from 37.9 ± 6.85 Nm (muscle strength immediately after exercise) to 47.38 ± 7.45 Nm, a
recovery rate of 96.2%. Moreover, the participants with NR showed an increase from 38.37 ± 7.45 Nm
(muscle strength immediately after exercise) to 39.88 ± 8.32 Nm, implying a recovery rate of 88.54%
(P < 0.05).
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Fig. 8. Muscle endurance (mean ± SD) for (a) knee extension and (b) knee flexion with the normal rest and cooling rest.

3.7. Muscle endurance

In Fig. 8, the participants with CR showed an increase in muscle endurance for knee extension from
49.99 ± 13.25 Nm (immediately after exercise) to 61.43 ± 9.36 Nm (20 minutes after the exercise),
a 93.1% recovery rate. With NR, they showed an increase immediately after exercise from 53.57 ±
9.18 Nm to 57.09 ± 9.98 Nm, showing an 83.69% recovery rate (P < 0.05). Moreover, the CR groups’
muscle endurance for knee flexion increased immediately after exercise from 24.22 ± 6.5 Nm to 32.13 ±
5.56 Nm 20 minutes postexercise, a 93.2% recovery rate. The NR group showed an increase immediately
after exercise from 24.9 ± 5.59 Nm to 31.07 ± 6.08 Nm, showing a recovery rate of 92.69% (P < 0.05).

4. Conclusion

An exercise-induced increase in core temperature can negatively affect exercise performance and lead
to heat-related diseases. One notable finding of this study was that the intervention based on local cooling
showed a significant difference compared with the control group. Using the palmar cooling technique
after exercise could attenuate core temperature elevation and improve exercise performance.

Previous studies have demonstrated cryotherapy as an effective strategy for relieving fatigue symptoms
after exercise [21,22]. In the previous study, the mean body temperature and heart rate after 15 minutes of
cold-water immersion (CWI) protocols were compared with passive rest. The mean body temperature
and heart rate were significantly reduced when these protocols were followed [23]. In the cycling test,
the effect of 15 minutes of CWI was examined, and the blood lactate level after CWI was significantly
reduced compared to the passive rest group [24]. In addition, cryotherapy was found to be beneficial for
recovery from stressful metabolic exercises by reducing cardiovascular tension [25]. However, there are
space constraints and difficulties in maintaining the cooling performance of the cold water immersion
method [26]. Similarly, since the blood vessels to the lower extremities are larger, applying this device to
the lower extremities, which is another arteriovenous anastomosis in the body, can speed up recovery, but
there is discomfort in wearing it.
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Cryotherapy can be used as an alternative recovery technique that can be effective without the discomfort
associated with CWI by cooling the area of local injury or exercise [27]. Among them, the hand is an
arteriovenous anastomosis and can effectively and conveniently reduce the core body temperature [12].
However, the scientific evidence for the effectiveness of recovery after exercise is somewhat lacking.

This study investigates the effect of hand cooling on restoring human body function and improving body
ability after exercise. Blood lactate concentration and body heat were measured, and cardiopulmonary
function, muscle strength, and muscular endurance were measured to evaluate the improvement in exercise
capacity and the recovery of human body function. When hands were cooled after exercise, blood lactate
concentration and body temperature were significantly decreased, and cardiopulmonary function, muscle
strength, and muscular endurance significantly recovered. Thus, after exercise, the hand cooling technique
could attenuate core temperature elevation and improve postexercise recovery.

Conclusively, this study determined the effect of hand cooling gloves on body recovery by lowering
body temperature after exercise and improving body function and exercise ability. These results suggest
that hand cooling can effectively improve athletic performance without using large-scale facilities, such as
cold water immersion. Therefore, hand cooling, which is practical and convenient, could be an alternative
to cryotherapy in improving body recovery postexercise.
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